Introduction
The partial differential equations that occur in physics and controll the time evolution of a considered physical situation can be treated as a dynamical systems on a Hilbert (or Banach) spaces of functions (e.g. the wave equation, the Klein-Gordon equation) or on an infinite-dimensional manifolds modelled on Banach spaces (e.g. the Euler equation in the hydrodynamics). One obtains however the vector fields which are not continuous and in general are defined only on a dense subspace. Therefore the existencial theorems for such a problems are not the immediate consequences of the theorem about existence and uniqueness of the integral curves for a vector field (satisfying Lipschitz condition) defined on a Banach manifold. In the linear cases the existence theorems arise ft-om the Stone theorem if one proves at first that the line&p operator defining the'vector field is skew adjoint under the real Hilbert space product (see e.g. [1] ).
However if we have to do with the nonlinear densely defined vector field on the Hilbert space we have not any criterium which allows to determine if this field generates (or is a generator) a local one-parameter semigroup (see §3 in [l] ).
In this moment the natural question occurs: can we choose the space of functions on which the vector field is constructed from the partial differential equation in such a way that this field is on it suitably regular, i.e. generates on this J.Hogulski space a local one-parameter group. It appeals that the appropriate choice of the space to reduce the problem to integration·of the smooth vector field on a Banach space is fairly easy in the case of partial differential equations with the constant coeffficients. However in the nonlinear case an attempt of a realisation of this reduction leads to a very poor spaces of -funations, which is motivated in the mentioned below considerations (proposition 3). We can write this system in the form (2) f=^FD a u, latem where OC s R * Ω --iï(t,x) := (u 0 (t,x),..., u^ (t*x) ), and V" are the kp χ kp matrices. The initial condition is then given "by the formulas u(0,x) = (f Q (x) (x),... »f^^ (x) ). The equation (2) we can treat as the equation for an integral curve of a vector field in the following ways if we interpret t·-»u(t,·) as a curve in some space of functions on Ω then we obtain the equation (2) and the given function 2(0,x) = u 0 (x) we interpret as a point, from which the integral curve t •--u^ of L starttat the time t = 0. It is easy to see that if we want to consider the derivatives in the common sense (not as in the distribution theory) and also assume that L maps the space of functions on Q into itself, then this domain of L ought to be a subset· of C°° (Ω). The sufficient condition for existence of the solutions of (3) on this space is e.g. the existence of some Banach norm on it such that L is the continuous operator».
We will consider some spaces of functions on Ω taking values in R^ with bounded on Ω derivatives. Define 1° For s<r we have B ß cB r , and this inclusion is continuous, i.e. |f| r < Jf J s for any fe B s ; 2° In the case when B r are the spaces of real (complex) valued functions, they do not form the algebras, but the multiplication of functions continuously maps B r *B ß moreover 3° Bach differential operator L with constant' coefficients maps any space * Β ρ into itself and is continuous on it.
Pro o fs ad 1° It is evident (see (4) and (5) Proof. The first part of Theorem 2 is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1. Next notice that the space X consists of all differentiable curves on the spaces B r (fí). If f(-)f Β (Û), then, accordingly to the first part of the theorem, exists exactly one solution of (3) la the space B s (S): u(t,·) = e fcL f(·).
Obviously ueX. It remains to prove the uniqueness of solution in the space X. Suppose that veX and ν satisfies (2) with the same initial condition v(0,·) = f(·).
is a C ourve in some space Β (Λ) and dv t satisfies (3), i.e. = Lv^. Suppose now that r>s. If so, then in accordance with the point 1° of Thm 1 the curve t'-• is also a differentiate curve on Β ρ (Ώ), and satisfies (3). The uniqueness of integral curves on B p and the equality u Q = v Q imply that u = v. In the casé when r<s, the argument is the same, hut u and ν play the reversal parts. Q.E.D.
Notice that any function u of the form u(t,x) = = g(t)f(x), where fe (J Β (Ω) and g is a real function of 1 r class C on R, is an element of the space X introduced in Theorem 2. Though this theorem states existence and uniqueness of solutions in the case of simpler equations than considered in Cauchy-Kovalevska Theorem, it admits the nonanalytic functions (X contains the functions not differentiate twice in t). Still the proper thing to do is to point out that the spaces B r (£2) consist of the analytic functions only which can be widened analytically on the whole R Q . This property of Β ρ -functions follows from the assumed bounded velocity of the growth of derivatives. On the other hand,there exist analytic functions (even on R n ) with bounded all derivatives which are not in U Β_(Ω). The function f is analytic on R and on 5 has the uniformly convergent expansion into the power series: dt Suppose moreover that u (and P) are real valued, i.e. p=1. Then if we would like to use the analogous scheme as before, we have to assume additionally that a space of functions (on which the veotorfield Ρ is constructed) forms an algebra. We also need some metric on this space to formulate the Lipschitz condition for the vector field P. At first, we will show that in general the vector fields, satisfying the Lipschitz condition on the algebras equipped with the Préchet metric, have no unique integral curves. Remark. The condition (7) and the local convexity of Frechet algebra imply (for algebra with unity !) the result formulated in Thm 3, The following problem remains open: does there exist a nonnormable metric algebra (with unity) fullfilling the condition (7) ? This condition would then meat} that Y is locally bounded. However it is well known that there exist the locally bounded (and thus metrizable -see [2] ) nonnormable topological vector spaces; e.g. the spaces L P (R) for p<1 are of that type.
Farther on we will consider the Banach algebras of functions such that differentiations are continuous operators. Unfortunately it occurs that this algebras are very poor (the trivial example of such algebra is the space of constant functions). The theorem formulated below for the functions of one variable sufficiently motivates the above statement in the case of several variables too.
Proposition
3. Let Β with the norm I || be a Banach algebra of functions such that BcC^fR) and' the differentiation D : Bsf' -t' e Β is continuous. Then the functions gt(x) s= sin tx, ht(x) != e , (t 4 0) and h(x) s= χ are not in Β (gt,ht,h£B).
Proof. Suppose, that for some t e R we have g^e Β. Then g¿ e Β, and for any ne Ν the function gQt belongs to B, as it is the polynomial of g^ and g^,. Notice also that D 2 gnt = -(nt) 2 Bnt, '.vhat implies that jl>2gnt| = n 2 t 2 ||gQt||. On the other hand ¡D 2 gnT;| < |gat|i where the constant M
